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“We experimented with an early prototype of HyperMotion as part of our previous
FUT World Cup title and the results were so promising we wanted to take it to the
next level for FIFA 22,” said Aaron McHardy, Development Director for EA SPORTS
FIFA Football. “Our top goal is to make the game feel realer than ever before. There
is a great deal of authenticity in the experience and what our team has
accomplished with this new technology has been incredible.” Improved Movement
The refined AI (artificial intelligence) in FIFA 22 is powered by an AI engine for FIFA
15 – the same AI engine used in FUT Worlds, FUT, and FUT Champions – but has
been upgraded to handle the added complexities of gameplay. This improved AI
makes for a more realistic and nuanced experience, making the game easier to
control. There’s no learning curve for new players, as the game makes it easier to
move forwards, backwards, up and down, left and right and diagonally, and in any
direction. The same speed and directional feeling is maintained across all surfaces,
including grass, grassy surfaces and artificial turf. For the first time, FIFA players will
be able to control the impact of their movement with more precision. This is a result
of the motion capture work done by EA SPORTS FIFA Football and its motion capture
producer, Andreas Szekeres. There are now more control parameters for players to
set before making a move: you can create a more accurate jump with options such
as height and timing, get more precision in a sprint by setting acceleration and
deceleration, or aim to control an opponent and predict where they’ll move next.
This increases control of your player’s run and movement. Players who put more
energy into performing a tackle will usually win a greater number of free kicks and
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more successful tackles will result in more goals. These tackles need to be
performed on high-energy play, so players who want to win more free kicks and
interceptions can make a greater effort to execute more high-energy challenges. In
the first-person view, players can move with more flair and urgency, making it
easier to put on a run or turn when needed. Several improvements were made to
the player animations, making them more connected to the ball and allowing
players to make more intricate plays. “The players look more connected to the ball
and the ball moves more naturally through the gaps,�

Features Key:
Six themed tours of each stadium in the World Cup roster. Each match uses a specific kit,
and includes unique celebrations to celebrate victory, cool music and replays to add to the
experience.
Network with social media – transfer free-kicks have been replaced with a new Player
Influence system as well as new messaging, rewarding and modding features – while there
are also new website pages, and a redesigned MyClub page with updated kit customisation,
training facilities and challenges.
UEFA Clubs – A new learning and viewing experience for the UEFA Champions League and
UEFA Europa League. Real-time details on a player’s statistics and club rank, as well as the
ability to pick your starting line-up from the whole group, will be an essential feature.
New free kicks and corners – new free kick meter, improved aggressive and defending
animations, FIFA World Cup free kicks, free kicks in range of the goalkeeper, a new unique
corner animation and improved player animations for free kicks.
FIFA AC 2

Features:
FIFA 15 continues to push the boundaries on graphics, matchday presentation,
controls and gameplay. The improved Frostbite engine delivers amazing levels of
visual fidelity, photo-realistic matchday presentation, a new ‘F1 style’ analog stick
with haptic feedback, responsive gameplay that combines touch and use of the
analog stick and an AI that captures the very essence of football.
FIFA Ultimate Team.
Explore all 30 FIFA World Cup stadiums in magical new Episodes. Exciting new
features to give you access to these exotic, once-in-a-lifetime experiences and
endless gameplay opportunities are unlocked as you explore them. Not just a guided
tour, FIFA World Cup generates the ultimate football experience through content,
action, and emotion.
FIFA Ultimate Team.
Play out key moments in real world football using balls made of 6 types of foam,
including a Nintendo Switch foam ball. Create your teams and manage them week by
week with the ultimate interactive tools, including six animated coaching sequences,
Make-the-Book Manager, All-Star Team Creator and complete squad builder. FIFA
Ultimate Team is now fully playable for Nintendo Switch.
FIFA Ultimate Team.
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